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Canadian Reiki Association Mission Statement
The Canadian Reiki Association is an autonomous and private

body and will not involve itself with the workings of other 
agencies within Canada.  The Corporation reserves the right to

investigate, at its discretion, other similar bodies and/or 
agencies and apprise members on such issues if such studies

may contain relevant information.  The Corporation may employ 
outside resources such as legal counsel for definition and 

clarification as required.
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FOLLOW THE CRA UPDATES AND NEWS

1/8         2.25”x1.87”

THE CRA ONLINE COMMUNITY CALENDAR
Reiki Exchanges, Shares and Events

CRA Registered Teachers are welcomed to post their Reiki Classes
and Reiki Shares in our online community calendar! 

We request that posts are limited to your Reiki practice and not for
other modalities (ie Yoga). The CRA reserves the right to remove

events without notification or explanation.
You can access our Online Calendar Under the 

“Practitioners/Teachers” heading on our 
website under the Calendar and Exchanges link.

https://reiki.ca/practitioners-teachers/exchanges/#cid=1269&wid=6901 

CRA Website:
www.reiki.ca

$10 $20

1/4         2.25”x3.75” $20 $40

1/2           4.5”x3.75” $40 $80

Full            4.5”x7.5” $70 $140

Ad Size Members Non
Member

ADVERTISING INFORMATION

Advertising your business, sell 
merchandise or place job ads in the

newsletter. On review of the content, 
non-members can 

also advertise in our newsletter. 
Contact: Bonnie 

craboard@reiki.ca  

NEWSLETTER DEADLINES

We are always looking for fresh articles 
that would be of interest to our 

members. If you wish to publish your 
article or advertise in our newsletter,

below are the deadlines for each issue.

ISSUE

Winter December 21 November 1

Fall September 21 August 1

Summer June 21 May 1

Spring March 21 February 1

Date of
Issue

Deadline
for ads &
Articles
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Message from the President    

The CRA held and celebrated its 25th Annual 
General Meeting this past May. In preparation for
the AGM, we sent a notice out in February to 
inform our Registered Teachers of the upcoming
election.  The due date to receive nominations
passed with no one sending in a nomination for a
Board of Directors position. This was not a new experience for the CRA,
as this has happened in the past. Alice, Alain, and I will remain on the
Board of Directors to serve and work for the Association. We thank every-
one for their confidence as we go forward.

Due to the rising printing costs and the low subscription rate for the
newsletter, we will no longer be sending out hard copies of the
newsletter. In the past, the hard copy newsletter was published at a loss.
The Board decided we would no longer bear that expense. The quarterly
online newsletter will only be posted in the Members Only Area on
March 21st, June 21st, September 21st, and December 21st. Older issues
are posted on the website’s home page for all to see. Please note these
dates as we will not be sending out a notice to save on the MailChimp
mailing costs. 

The Board is currently at work on a project for Animal Reiki, working with
Kathleen Prasad and Leah D’Ambrosis of SARA - Shelter Animal Reiki 
Association. Kathleen has been building this program for the past 
fourteen years and is excited to work with the CRA. Upon successful 
completion of the project, we hope to have a program in place that will
be a standard in the field of Animal Reiki and designed for our members
to ethically work and teach Animal Reiki. The CRA’s focus will be to 
continue maintaining the high standards of practice and teaching for
which we are known. I have posted two articles from Sara in this 
newsletter. One post is their Code of Ethics which their program is based.
The other story is from a practitioner’s experience working with an
abused horse. We hope you will have more insight and enjoy the stories
we have for you in this newsletter.
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A reminder to visit the website and check that your profile is up to date.
Mail continues to be returned to us and if you are waiting for an order or
your renewal membership this may be the reason you are not getting it
in a timely fashion.

Reiki Blessings,
Bonnie Smith
President

We recently created a new Facebook page strictly for CRA members. As
you may know, our original Facebook page centered around healing.
This new group allows our members to interact with one another and
ask questions not allowed on the other page.  You will need to answer a
couple of questions to be allowed into the group including your 
membership number (for the CRA members group).

You can request to join either of these private groups here: 

Private CRA Members group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/449288716933478

Private healing group (has people in it who are not CRA members):
https://www.facebook.com/groups/6813158154/
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While recently teaching a Reiki 3 and Animal Reiki Teaching 
Training course in the   Sacramento area, I had the honor to spend an 
afternoon at the Medicine Horse Project in Somerset, CA. The love and
compassion from the horses that my students and I experienced that
day would stay with us forever! I’d love to share just one of the many
healing experiences that day because it illustrates the power of learning
to let go of “doing” Reiki and discovering the healing power of 
compassionate presence within an Animal Reiki meditation. 

“These horses are shut down. They won’t connect to people with all
they’ve been through. We had a Reiki practitioner go in and try hands-
on Reiki last week, and they said no – she had to leave. Not sure if you’re
going to be able to connect with these
guys today.

So said the President and Executive 
Director of Medicine Horse Project,
Chris Nichols, as she was giving us a
tour and explaining the “camp horses,”
a group of horses they’d recently 
rescued who was dumped after 
serving at kids riding summer camp.
They came in extremely underfed and with various kinds of physical 
issues due to severe neglect and extreme mental/emotional trauma.
These horses, once rehabilitated, can be adopted to loving homes or live
permanently at the ranch, having the opportunity to become a part of
the “healing herd” that transforms the lives of many human visitors
through equine-assisted therapy. 

A Bit About Trauma in Horses: 

Traumatized horses (such as the camp horses) will often show “shut
down” behaviors such as: 

Standing very still and tense with shallow breathing  
Lack of curiosity about new people or new situations 
Actively avoiding eye contact and physical contact with you 
Standing very still while you touch them, but sometimes slightly
flinching   
Lack of interest in treats 

Healing Equine Trauma with 
The Let Animals® Lead Method 
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This type of emotional “shut down” can also cause physical issues
such as: 
Suppressed immune system 
Weight loss 
Diarrhea 

As we stood near the paddock fence, learning details about each horse's
severe neglect and abuse history from Chris, the horses stood still, not
approaching the fence line, as if ignoring our presence. Although they
looked depressed, it was beautiful to hear that they had all received hoof
trims, dentistry, nutritional consults, and lots of kindness and peace since
they had arrived several weeks before. A few of them still looked very
thin, but most had put on a healthy amount of weight in a short period.
All of us were genuinely inspired by the fantastic work of the people at
the Medicine Horse Project to help each one of these horses 
compassionately! 

Sharing Animal Reiki with the Let Animals Lead® method 

Once our tour was over, it was time for my Let Animals Lead® students
to offer Animal   Reiki. Our number one priority is honoring the animal
as our teacher and leader within the Reiki meditation. Thus, we never 
initiate hands-on contact during a Reiki session and animals are given
lots of physical space and allowed to walk away if they aren’t 
comfortable. 

As the students spread out across the ranch, one of the students, named
Vanessa, went to the fence near two of the most depressed camp horses,
a grey named Sam Elliott and a palomino named Troubadour. The horses
were several feet away from the wall, standing quietly and not 
acknowledging the student. 

Our next priority as Let Animals Lead® practitioners is our state of mind
while we are with the animal: we always focus on what I call “seeing with
our Reiki eyes,” in other words, seeing with our hearts. If we can look more
profound than “what is wrong” with the animals and see their beautiful,
bright, and perfect inner light and spirit, then we can remember that “all
is well” at this moment. No amount of trauma or abuse can ever dim the
beautiful light of each horse’s spirit and inner essence. 
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That is the part of the horse we focus on. That requires each of the 
students to let go of all of the terrible stories we had just heard and let
go of the physical and emotional issues they could see by looking at the
horse. The challenge for Let Animals Lead® students is to see the 
perfection of the animal at this very moment. 

An Amazing Transformation 

As Vanessa began her Animal Reiki meditation, seeing the horses as
teachers, leading the process and perfecting at this moment, an amazing
thing began to happen: Sam Elliott and Troubadour slowly approached
the fence and chose to contact her. And in that beautiful connection,
they began to fully relax, breathing deeply, lips loose and relaxed, 
breathing slowed and deep.  

Chris and I were watching this happen from several feet away and she
turned to me in tears and said, “I can’t believe what I’m seeing!” My heart
felt so full. It was truly a magical moment of connection.  
At the end of the meditation, Sam Elliott turned around and rubbed his
hind end against the fence in front of Vanessa as if to say, “Thanks, and
now can you give me a scratch?” It was heartwarming to see the 
shut-down behaviors melt away in the space of Animal Reiki. After that
initial connection with Vanessa was made, the horses came forward to
the fence and began to show interest and curiosity in others who walked
by. It was as if a door was opened to new possibilities! 
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As we gathered after sharing Reiki with various horses on the ranch, the
students all had amazing stories of connections they’d experienced 
during the meditation time. What warmed my heart the most was that
everyone was talking about what the horse had given them, rather than
how they had helped the horses.  The development of deep respect and
honoring of animals is a very important part of learning the Let Animals
Lead® method.  Animals are not less than us humans, but equal to vibrant
sentient beings who deserve choice, preference, freedom, and respect.  

We are not healers, but rather we are practitioners who “hold space” for
animals in a way that builds trust, peace, and compassion. This is 
essential to understand and helps to create the ideal conditions for an
animal to self-heal, and that is where the healing comes from in an 
Animal Reiki session.

An hour after we left, Chris posted a video.

I could hardly believe my eyes:  they had literally “come to life”, playing,
running, and kicking up their heels with spunk!  What a transformation!
For me, it was yet another confirmation of the power that this gentle 
respectful method can have, even on the most shut-down animals.
Where another approach might result in resistance and distrust (as in the
case of the other practitioner who tried unsuccessfully to connect), Let
Animals Lead® opens the doors to connections and healing between 
humans and animals even in severe cases.  It’s so beautiful to see!

WHAT MAKES THIS METHOD SO SPECIAL? 

The protocol of the Let Animals Lead® method varies greatly from 
traditionalhuman Reiki-based protocol, however, is based upon 
Japanese Reiki teachings. The modifications in approach have evolved
because of my experiences with the many rescued animals of various
species that I have shared Reiki with over the past 21 years. After 
receiving resistance or less-than-enthusiastic responses from animals to
the “traditional” protocol, I was inspired to find better and more 
successful ways to share Reiki with trust, gratitude, and humility. I feel so
grateful to have had the honour of learning from so many amazing 
animals, and my mission is to advocate for animals through teaching this
non-invasive and respectful approach.
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Update on Sam Elliott, 11/7/19

Just three weeks after our visit,
Chris Nichols reports that Sam
is ready to be adopted!

She shared with me, “His heart
is unlocked! He nickers when
he sees me, and his eyes are so
soft. He has potential adopters
coming for a meet and greets
on Sunday!” I’m thrilled for Sam
and excited to see where his
next chapter takes him; I’m sure it will be filled with love and light on all
counts! 

Submitted by
Kathleen Prasad 

Reiki for Meaning
We want to have full lives. Current western media
and economics have many of us believing that this
means doingas much as we can fit into each
moment of the day,constantly striving, competing,
comparing, achieving, acquiring and seeking to be
validated for our efforts everystep of the way.

This mindset leaves little time for rest and renewal which is vital for 
mental and physical health. Compassion and creative insight which 
nurture and invigorate ourselves and our communities can only exist in
places where value is placed on healthy living rather than just coping.

Valuing self care, each other and mindful practices such as Reiki is an
energetic investment that will transform the restlessness and insecurity
of searching formeaning outside of ourselves and over time will yield the
priceless benefit ofgreater peace of mind in all circumstances.

Tina Reilhan CRA-RT
www.calmcareiki.ca
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Animal Reiki Practitioner Code of Ethics
Developed by Kathleen Prasad, Founder of Animal Reiki Source

Guiding Principles:

I believe the animals are equal partners in the healing process.
I honour the animals as being not only my clients but also my teachers
in the journey of healing. 
I understand that all animals have physical, mental, emotional, and
spiritual aspects, to  which Reiki can bring profound healing 
responses.
I believe that bringing Reiki to the human/animal relationship is 
transformational to the human view of the animal kingdom.
I dedicate myself to the virtues of humility, integrity, compassion, and
gratitude in my Reiki practice.

In working on myself, I follow these practices:

I incorporate the Five Reiki Precepts into my daily life and Reiki 
practice.
I commit myself to a daily practice of self-healing and spiritual 
development so that I can be a clear and strong channel for healing
energy.
I nurture a belief in the sacred nature of all beings, and in the value
and depth of animal kind as our partners on this planet.
I listen to the wisdom of my heart, remembering that we are all One.

In working with the animals, I follow these guidelines:

I work in partnership with the animal.
I always ask permission of the animal before beginning and respect
his or her decision to accept or refuse any treatment. I listen intuitively
and observe the animal’s body language in determining the response.

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
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I allow each animal to choose how to receive his or her treatment;
thus, each treatment could be a combination of hands-on, short 
distance and/or distant healing, depending on the animal’s 
preference.

I let go of my expectations about how the treatment should progress
and/or how the animal should accept the results of the treatment
without judgment and with gratitude toward Reiki and the animal’s
openness and participation in the process.

In working with the human companions of the animals, I will:

Share information before the treatment about my healing philosophy,
the Reiki healing system and what to expect in a typical treatment,
as well as possible outcomes, including the possibility of healing re-
actions.

Provide a clear policy ahead of time regarding fees, length of treat-
ment and cancellation policy, as well as a “postponement” policy,
should the animal not want the treatment that day.

Never diagnose. I will always refer clients to a licensed veterinarian
when appropriate.   

Honour the privacy of the animals and their human companions.

Share intuition received during Reiki treatments, with compassion
and humility, for the purpose of supporting their understanding of
the healing process.

Respect the human companion’s right to choose the animal’s healing
journey, selecting the methods, both holistic and/or conventional
that he or she deems most appropriate, with the support and advice
of a trusted veterinarian.

In working in the community, I hold the following goals:

I model the values of partnership, compassion, humility, gentleness,
and gratitude in my life and with the animals, teaching by example.

I work to create professional alliances and cooperative relationships
with another Reiki practitioners/teachers, animal health-care
providers and Animal Reiki  practitioners/teachers, animal health-care
providers and animal welfare organizations in my community.

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
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I strive to educate my community in its understanding of the benefits
of Reiki for animals.

I continually educate myself to maintain and enhance my professional
competence so that I uphold the integrity of the profession. 

I consider myself an ally to the veterinary and animal health 
community.  I work to support their efforts in achieving animal well-
ness and balance.  I honour other disciplines and their practitioners.

•

•

•
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The CRA received an email of concern, and we
felt it was an important reminder to share with
our members.  The author granted permission
to share. 

On January 14th, 2022, I had a reiki treatment
where my practitioner touched my body with-
out first asking for consent and receiving a verbal YES.

I am a survivor of sexual assault; my practitioner has prior knowledge of
this but still went forth and touched my body without asking for and
gaining my consent. As they moved their hands along my body, my
freeze mode was triggered, causing me to become non-verbal, and I
began to cry. My practitioner noted after the treatment that they did 
notice me crying but never checked in with me during the 
treatment. Based on their knowledge of my past traumas, I hoped they
would communicate with me more to maintain an environment in which
I feel safe. This was my first treatment with this person.

In past treatments, other practitioners asked for consent, respected my
no-touch policy, and explained what they were doing as they were doing
it. I believe this to be common practice among all practitioners.

Since my treatment on January 14th, I have tried to reach out to that
practitioner and explain the upset and hurt they have caused me. Still,
unfortunately, I cannot hold a conversation with them without being
triggered back into freeze mode and becoming non-verbal.

I am still experiencing panic attacks related to this event.

Thank you,

The Canadian Reiki Associations’ intake form asks the question: 
Are you OK with being touched “appropriately” during the Reiki 
session, or do you prefer not to be touched at all?

Touch is OK ____ Prefer not to be touched ____

*Inappropriate touch of any kind by the Reiki practitioner or the client
is a breach of the Reiki Code of Ethics* 

May I touch you?
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Practitioners who touch without permission given by a signed document
open themselves to legal actions by the client.    The Practitioner in this
situation was not a CRA member.

With permissions granted I will not touch the throat area.  It is a sensitive
area to anyone who has been abused. 

What Is Reiki?   Brochure

This completely redesigned, trifold brochure helps you to explain Reiki,

how it works and what to expect during a Reiki session. 

Now available in French!

Available in sets of 12 from the webstore.
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I began my Reiki training in 2007. Challenging
circumstances in my life forced me to seek
support through different avenues of healing
and self-growth. I explored numerous 
modalities such as gemology, handwriting
analysis, the law of attraction, meditation, and

dance therapy. Reiki came along a little later the same year. I benefitted
in different ways from all the therapies explored. However, Reiki and Law
of Attraction turned out to be the biggest game-changers of all!

Reiki came into my life like a whirlwind and cleaned my life from the 
inside out. The cleansing process started soon after the attunement
when I came down with flu-like symptoms. My teacher told me that 
considering I was in a dark phase, the light brought in by the attunement
must have likely triggered a deep cleanse, aka, the healing crisis. Though
I wasn’t feeling good at all, I accepted the situation for what it was. Since
my symptoms were quite severe, I took a few days off from work to 
recover.  

Once the flu-like symptoms passed, I emerged feeling lighter and 
happier.

I was then able to relax into Reiki and experience the miracle it indeed
was.

Apart from giving me some time to relax each day, Reiki added more
power to the intentions I had set for my life and complemented the law
of attraction exercises I was practicing. Less than a month post my level
one attunement, ALL my intentions manifested!

Synchronicity kicked in; doors opened. 

Whatever wasn’t working made its way out of my life and created space
for some beautiful new people and circumstances to come in.
The most significant gift Reiki gave me was the feeling of expansiveness
– the feeling of being connected to something much more than my 
limited human self.

There were times during self-healing practice when I felt connected to
the entire cosmos and felt loving support pouring down.

You Chose Reiki. Now What?
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When I was new to Reiki, my hands would grow hot (especially when
placed over specific chakras). And I would look at them like, “Gosh! What 
in the world is going on here??”

I do miss the sensation of my hands ‘heating up!’ Over time, this heat has
transformed into a gentle warmth and tingling.

While my initial encounter with Reiki felt like dizzying love, at first sight,
my relationship with Reiki now is solid and steady, much like a romantic
partnership you build with someone over the years.

Reiki continues to feel equally miraculous, in a different way, though. Or
perhaps I have grown accustomed to the miracle it is!

I give credit to Reiki for where I am today. I would say Reiki has held my
hand and walked me through life.

Now, why am I sharing all this?
• Your story is not the same as mine.
• Your goals may be very different.
• You have your dreams, ambitions, and soul mission.
• Your life path is undoubtedly unique to you.

However, what you and I do have in common is Reiki!

Reiki is not a one-day project. It takes commitment and practice to 
understand and experience the depths of it. The training period for Reiki
is short. But the real training begins when you begin to practice it.

I intend to inspire you to commit to your Reiki practice and see for your-
self where Reiki may lead you. No Reiki teacher or authority figure can
predict where Reiki will guide you.

• Reiki may lead you to a pot of gold hidden underneath your own two
feet 
• It may lead you to sunshine, rainbows, joy, and laughter 
• It may lead you to true love and meaningful connection 
• It may lead you to wellness and vitality 
• It may lead you to wisdom and soul fulfilment 
• It may lead you to places you never imagined existed 
You chose Reiki. So, walk the ‘Reiki Road’ with your head held high, and
your spirit shines bright.

Allow Reiki to surprise you!
Blessings Haripriya Surja -Reiki Master
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Reiki is an effective treatment of allergies as it balances the immune 
system. I always ask clients about allergies during our introductory 
session. Often, clients would indicate the possibility of an allergic 
condition but without being sure of the cause(s) of such a condition.
Being able to obtain further information about the symptom(s) they 
experience, their living and working environments and the 
circumstances within which the symptom(s) may be experienced, I can
provide them with additional allergy management tools over and above
Reiki therapy. The identification of allergy triggers is the first step.
Lifestyle changes and other measures can then be set in motion to 
manage, minimize, and eliminate allergies.

Within the context of Reiki healing, allergies
are often the result of unprocessed, 
repressed, and oppressed emotions. In her
book “The Secret Language of Your Body,
“Inna Segal refers to the mental and 
emotional triggers that may manifest as 
allergies. Many of these emotional states revolve around feeling irritated
by people for controlling or manipulating you… And this is usually a re-
sult of not standing in your power, not having or maintaining your
boundaries and hanging on to the perceived hurt that other people have
caused you.

Due to the nature and nurture of Reiki healing, we can often let go of
these repressed and oppressed emotions and clear the blockages that
they cause. This more often and not alleviates and even removes the 
allergy that may have manifested. I have also observed how regular Reiki
treatments enable clients to effectively manage their allergies, allowing
for a more gentle and natural approach to allergy management, rather
than medicating and over-medicating.

My personal experience has allowed me to clear my allergies by going
into the emotional states that I considered the root cause and bringing
this into the conscious mind. With regular Reiki self-healing, setting the
intention of healing these emotional blockages, I have been able to 
recover from the allergies that have manifested ultimately.

Reiki Combined: Reiki and Allergy Management
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This approach to allergies and Reiki sessions provides a more holistic 
approach to dealing with allergies. As a Reiki practitioner, I need to assist
clients with more than just channelling Reiki energy. I need to 
understand other aspects of their lives and how these affect their vitality
and well-being. Modern life is riddled with various allergens – foods,
medicines, detergents, cosmetics, the air we breathe, and even our
thoughts and emotions. Many clients suffer from allergies at some stage
and various levels.

By being knowledgeable and informed, I can be more effective as a 
therapist, providing clients with ways and means to deal with their 
allergies on a day-to-day basis, embracing the support that Reiki healing
offers.

Blessings     
Thea van der Merwe

Reiki Your Reiki

Have there been times where you have felt that the flow of your Reiki’s 
energy is less, or it isn’t being effective as it usually is?

I have felt same at times. Those are the times when I wonder why it is
happening to me. I was going round in circles for answers but no luck.
Then, randomly, I started providing Reiki to my Reiki energy and 
miraculously, it was back to its normal flow.

There are many reasons for this to 
Happen: 

•Sometimes, while providing Reiki to others
can unknowingly cause misbalance in our
natural flow of Reiki. This happens because
our natural flow gets mixed with the Reiki
flow and if any of them misbalances; we may experience some stop in
our flow. If you are someone, who provides Reiki to your clients 
frequently, this is bound to happen at some point in time.

• When the healer is unwell for a long period of time, there can be some
misbalance in the flow of the Reiki.

• If you are experiencing some spirits attack on your energies, then this
can also happen.
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How to Reiki Your Reiki: 

• Select a clean spot to sit or lie down.

• Cleanse it using sage or lighting a candle.

• Sit or lie down as per your comfort.

• Start giving yourself Reiki as you normally do.

• Set an intention of receiving Reiki to your Reiki energy.

• Envision that a white ball of light is flowing inside you and healing your

Reiki energy. As the white light is flowing in, it is taking out all the 

negativity attached to your healing energy.

• Envision that those energies are getting dissolved in the ground and

leaving you forever.

• Once you feel the process is complete, imagine a golden ball of light

flowing in and protecting and blessing your healing energy.

• Open your eyes when ready.

• Thank your God and Reiki to help you through the process.
You can do this exercise whenever you feel that your Reiki energy or any
healing energy is hampered.

Blessings
Nikita Dudani
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It is a privilege that we in the Reiki community get to share the gift of
Reiki with many.

Reiki is purely experiential. No amount of explanation can help someone
understand the depths of Reiki as much as experiencing it.
I have been offering Reiki sessions since
2007. Over the years, Reiki has taught me
different ways to channel it.

The palms, of course, remain primary in
channeling Reiki. But at times, I have 
observed that the energy shifts 
spontaneously and begins to stream
through my Third Eye or Heart chakra and flows towards the client. I
allow this to happen. I believe Reiki is intuitive work and that we must
trust the process when something different than what we are 

In my practice, I have found that when a client needs
developmental/auric strength, Reiki flows through my Third Eye.
When someone needs a dose of love and comfort, it begins to flow from
my Heart.  I feel the frequency shifts slightly when beamed through the
Third Eye and Heart almost like the energy receives a boost before 
reaching the recipient.

Typically, channeling through the Third Eye and Heart happens for a few
moments and stops, after which the session proceeds as usual.
In my experience, I would say Reiki itself has tutored me through the
years and has revealed its subtle sweetness to me in many ways.
Reiki has so much love, light, healing, and wisdom to offer to the world.
Let's make the most of this gift to help ourselves and others who reach
out to us.

Blessings
Haripriya Suraj, Reiki Master

When Reiki Flows Through The Third Eye & Heart
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Traditional Japanese Healing Techniques to Support
Healing Crisis

We are all familiar with coping and dealing with a healing crisis after a
Reiki healing treatment. It is also not uncommon for clients to suffer from
the detoxification reactions and symptoms when they begin a natural
healing program such as Reiki.

When we have accumulated energy
blockages, these blockages release
rapidly through our work with Reiki
healing. As we release body-mind-
spirit blockages, our physical body
needs to rebalance itself by letting go
of the old energies that caused these blockages and have become toxic.
Sometimes, these blockages and toxins released are relatively rapid,
which could be uncomfortable or even somewhat distressing. This is 
classically referred to as the healing crisis and occurs when the shift in
energy because of Reiki healing (or any other energy/spiritual healing)
triggers the body to expel toxins from the body’s different systems. The
healing crisis is a normal process that most individuals will encounter at
some level or another on their path to healing and getting well.

These energy blockages are stored in various ways in our energy systems.
How we experience, the release of these blockages and toxins can vary
from person to person and from situation to situation. Not everyone will
experience their healing crisis the same way, and some may not even 
experience any form of a healing crisis. We may not share a healing crisis
every time after a healing treatment, the intensity and duration may vary,
and the symptoms we suffer may differ.

The most common symptoms of the healing crisis may include:
• Fatigue
• Headache
• Flu-like symptoms
• Diarrhea
• Aches and soreness
• Low-grade fever
• Anxiety
• Mood swings
• Nausea
• Skin irritations
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• Congestion
• Being emotional for no apparent reason
• Low blood pressure

There are many well-documents ways to do self-care to alleviate a 
healing crisis that can, in my opinion, be summarized as… with 
awareness and gentleness, to do REAL self-care of body, mind, and spirit.

There is, however, a traditional Japanese healing technique, Ketsueki
Kokan-ho, that I have found highly beneficial in supporting the healing
crisis. I use Ketsueki Kokan-ho at the end of all my healing treatments to
help my clients by alleviating the intensity of any potential healing 
problem with this technique. Ketsueki Kokan-ho was given to me as part
of my Gendai Reiki-ho training and involved two techniques which purify
the blood of negative energy and gradually replace the old blood with
new blood by using Reiki energy. The two techniques and the way they
are performed are:

HANSHIN KOKETSU-HO (HALF BODY BLOOD CLEANSING)

For this technique, your client would need to be standing up straight
(make sure you can reach their neck), sitting on a bed or backless chair,
or laying on their stomach on your treatment bed.

• Starting at the back of the neck, using your palms, sweep from the
spinal column outwards to the left and the right. Move your palms
slightly down along the centre of the back and sweep again outwards
from the spine to the left and the right. Repeat this back sweep (from
the spin outward to the left and right) along the entire length of the
spine down the lumber area. Repeat the neck-to-lumber back sweep 10-
15 times.

• Next, hold your index and middle fingers of both hands together and
place them at the base of the neck on both sides of the spine. Sweep
down the spine from the neck to the bottom of the spine. Repeat this
10-15 times.

• With one hand on the neck and the other on the lower back, send Reiki
to the spine for a minute or so.

I have also found this technique beneficial when treating clients suffering
from backache – we often carry stress and strain in our spines and our
backs, and the Hanshin Koketsu-ho is a beautiful technique to bring relief
and release to tension held in the back.
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ZENSHIN KOKETSU-HO (FULL BODY BLOOD CLEANSING)

For this technique, it is best if the client is lying on their back on your
treatment bed. I usually use the Zenshin Koketsu-ho as part of my closing
of a Reiki healing session just before sealing the aura, giving gratitude,
and waking the client.

• Give Reiki with your hands to the head – front and back, both sides,
forehead, and bottom of the neck. Then also the areas around the lungs,
heart, stomach, and abdomen (intestines). This step is optional if you
have already completed a full Reiki treatment.

• Starting with the client’s right arm, with your hands together or alter-
nating, sweep the arm from the shoulder to the fingertips several times
(12 – 15 times). Do the same with the left arm.

• Then, using both hands, sweep the client from the chest to the hips,
also 12 – 15 times

• Finally, starting with the left leg, with your hands together or alternat-
ing, sweep the client’s legs from thigh to the tips of the toes.

• With each sweep, collect all negative energy with your hands and flick
away at the end when you get to the fingertips and tips of the toes – I
usually flick all the heaviness that I have collected in the process of using
the Zenshin Koketsu-ho into a candle flame to be transmuted, cleared,
and released.

Feedback from clients is quite positive, and most report that the severity
of experiencing a healing crisis has been dramatically reduced. Both
techniques may result in lightheadedness, so make sure that clients are
well grounded before getting up and continuing with life.

Blessings
Thea van der Merwe
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Reiki Is a Decision

Many years ago, I was introduced to the concept: Love Is a Decision.
Many people think of love as an emotion but committed love will require
decisions throughout the years. For couples, when the first flames of
physical attraction and infatuation diminish and feelings of indifference,
dissatisfaction, or anger, arise, they think the relationship must be end-
ing. Because love was defined as an emotion, and emotions change over
time, confusion over the permanency of the relationship ensues. 
However, to build a lifelong relationship, there are times when the 
decision to love must be made. When a couple faces these emotions and
works through them, they decide to remain in a love relationship. It is
the process of working through the difficult times that forges lifelong
commitment.

In the same way, when a person decides to live the Reiki life, there are
times when Reiki too becomes a decision. The initial highs of Reiki 
practice will diminish. It feels excellent when immediate relief from an
ache or pain occurs when we experience a new attunement, Reiki power
is felt, and when we begin a Reiki practice. As time goes on, the 
excitement of new beginnings will decrease. Reiki practitioners may face
doubts from friends and family members or may face some financial 
difficulties. One may even wonder if the whole thing was wishful 
thinking.

Those are when the decision to live Reiki is the most important. It may
feel too hard to move forward or too challenging to live it. The 
commitment to Reiki practice is determined – do I continue, or do I 
forget about it and move on to something else? Or we can allow our busy
lives to impede our practice time – and before we know it, we have not
given ourselves self-treatments or offered treatments to family and
friends for several months.

These are the moments when the commitment to Reiki is made. It may
feel difficult, scary, or overwhelming. We may judge ourselves not to be
“as good as” other practitioners, and we may not want to admit we 
became slack in our Reiki practice. We may feel anxious that our Reiki
Master will judge us if we contact them to ask for assistance or a 
re-attunement.
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Any couple who has been together for decades will tell you it has not 
always been easy and fun. Living a committed relationship requires 
intentional decisions, whether in the “small things” or the significant
judgments made during a lifetime. When each partner makes decisions
based on the relationship's well-being, the relationship will survive and
thrive over the years.

What can we do to keep Reiki in our lives for the rest of our lives? Try
these steps:

• Do some Reiki every day – whether it is 10 minutes of self-treatment or
giving Reiki to our spouse or pets.
• Schedule a complete Reiki treatment for yourself regularly.
• Spend some time reading articles or reviewing a section of your Reiki
manual every week.
• When you hear about a tragic event, or troubling situation in the world,
send Reiki to the highest good for healing.
• Journal all the benefits of Reiki in your life.
• Always give gratitude for the gift of Reiki in your life.

Whenever we give energy and time to a person or an idea, we express
the person’s importance or value in our lives. We know if we truly love
someone, we must spend quality time with the person. Likewise, we
must spend quality time with the Universal Source of energy – we have
been given the wonderful gift of accessing this Love energy through
Reiki. Let us always appreciate and value it – let us decide to recommit
to Reiki once again. 

Blessings
Deborah Lloyd, Reiki Master
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Reiki is divine energy, a blessing of the
universe. This pure and unconditional
form of love works mysteriously. The
flow of Reiki through your hands is the
love of the divine that flows out of your
hands. It reaches the person or 
situation you intend to. This gentle,
soothing warmth is felt by every Reiki
channel while self-healing or channelizing the energy to others.
Regular self-healing keeps the mind, body, and spirit in balance, and we
experience peace and calmness in everyday life. However, expecting
every day to be perfect is not possible. Since we live in a world of chaos,
disturbances, and negativity, it affects us sometimes in an unpleasant
manner. We turn to Reiki to bring us back to a state of positivity and 
balance. However, there are times when even a few minutes of self-heal-
ing seem to be complicated. These occasions require us to sail through
rough waters. A good night’s sleep can freshen up the mind and 
rejuvenate us.

Many articles are written on the topic and various ways known where
Reiki has proved beneficial for a good sleep. Here, I am sharing 
something that I have found very efficient with minimal effort. When 
turbulence is going on in my mind, it isn’t easy to concentrate on 
anything, including doing Reiki. We want to shut our minds and cut all
the connections from the material world.

Try out this simple method and feel the divine love again.

• Lie on the bed, close your eyes, and take a few deep breaths. This is the
first step to calming the mind.

• As the consciousness shifts to your breathing, slowly open your eyes,
and look around the room.

• Look at the corners of the roof and see a CKR emerging in golden light
on each corner. Now look at the walls and see more CKR symbols 
appearing on walls.

Reiki Sleep Technique
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• In the middle of the room, a big SHK slowly emerges and floats in 
mid-air. If you are attuned to the master symbol, visualize it with SHK.

• Now, close your eyes again, and be assured the beautiful divine energy
of Reiki surrounds you. Feel the symbols slowly rotating and emitting
golden light. Ask your angels to protect you from harsh energies while
you sleep.

• Slowly, the warmth of symbols and golden light will engulf you, and
you will go into a deep sleep state. The pure unconditional love will flow
through you with each breath and fill your body, mind, and aura with
peace, positivity, and joy.

• When you wake up in the morning, you will feel refreshed, rejuvenated,
joyful, and loved. Close your eyes and say the gratitude prayer.

The universe has our back; what is required from our part is just a call.
Ask it to assist, and it does that in miraculous ways. These small and 
simple experiments with our loving Reiki make our bond more robust
and beautiful with the divine.

Reiki blessings for all. 
Namaste.
Astha Shrivastava
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